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About This Game

Serious Sam explodes into the second dimension using everything in his arsenal to battle the abominable legions of Mental’s
horde. Pull the trigger to let the heavy ordinance fly in Serious Sam Double D XXL, a completely reloaded version of the indie

sensation Serious Sam Double D with all-new missions, weapons, enemies, and challenges. Pile on the firepower with the
revolutionary Gunstacker and fire all your weapons at once in a symphony of destruction! All that stands between victory and

annihilation is a man in a T-shirt and jeans wielding a great big pile of guns.

Key Features

Serious Action: Unleash a storm of bullets and flame against an unrelenting horde of bizarre and ferocious creatures
hell bent on bringing down the heroic Serious Sam. Clash against Mental’s army across 18 levels in three sensational
worlds from the pyramids of ancient Egypt to the volcanic chaos of Pompeii to the harsh jungles of prehistoric Earth.

Revolutionary Gunstacker: Duel-wielding is for lesser men. Serious Sam Double D’s new Gunstacker allows Serious
Sam to stack any combination of weapons one on top another and fire them all at once. Two shotguns on a laser gun and
grenade launcher? Of course. Four chainsaws and a flamethrower? Yes, please.

Legions of Bizarre Beasts: Clash against classic Serious Sam enemies like Headless Kamikazes, Gnaar, and
Biomechanoids or gun down all new monstrosities like the insane Chimputees, oddball Vuvuzelators, and the
surprisingly sexy Femikazes. Prove your worth and take down four amazingly unique bosses in epic showdowns full of
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carnage!

Challenge Rooms and Serious Secrets: Keep the action coming with a battery of action-packed challenge rooms filled
to the brim with waves of attacking beasts! Get really serious and try to uncover dozens and dozens of secrets hidden
throughout this wild world!
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Title: Serious Sam Double D XXL
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mommy's Best Games
Publisher:
Devolver Digital, Croteam
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2011

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Italian
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Astral heroes is classic , easy to learn but with a high potential skill cap

  It's a short download and does not have any monetary scheme attached , just a nice diversion if you enjoy a game with deck-
building tactics but not as robust or competetive as something like Hearthstone

  Well i played a million hours of this back before it was on steam , back when my pc couldnt handle the metagame so FYI
Destiny 2 is free to download and keep until Nov. 18 just thought id mention , if you do have a good pc Lol that's not something
u can afford to miss (;:. + Neptunia and Fairy Fencer's gameplay with some improvement, making this the best one
+ OST and story are nice too
+ Choices can lead to a bad end

+\/- Only 3 characters in the party

7\/10. Very good game! It has some replay value but it's way too short.

8.5/10

Also kinda hard tbh.... I'm proud of Ohgiya. I mean, I'm still embarrassed to be caught playing it, but I feel there's progress.
Unlike Men of Yoshiwara: Kikuya, the heroine of Ohgiya is entagled with Yoshiwara for a logical purpose. She has a grounded
reason for being there, in contrast to the previous game's heroine, and that means that her reserved innocence in the pleasure
district is actually sad and darkly relatable, instead of merely illogical. There is even a route that, for these games especially, is
subversively enjoyable: one of the potential love interests is a sex worker by choice, is happy to defend that choice when
challenged, and his business savvy and skill at his chosen profession actually save the day-- leaving jealousy and possessiveness
aside as the conterproductive and unnecessary negative emotions they are, upholding instead the real romantic values of loyalty
and trust. Of course, that's one of many routes, and the rest resort to the usual cocktail of patriarchal, possessive, and
problematic tropes that uphold the notion of a woman's virtue = virginity; but the fact that there is one route that I'd consider
romantic (leaving aside the poorly written, poorly translated naughty sequences) puts it head and shoulders above its
predecessor.

That said-- buy it on sale if you're going to. This is no narrative treat even if it is an improvement: it's an enjoyable mess at best..
This game costs less than a can of soda at a vending machine. You get what you pay for.. After the first handful of matches this
game becomes almost immediately pay to win.. The best and worst thing about this game is its price. Its cheap which it good but
then again its not free.
In my short time playing this game I wanted to throw the game away much like the baby.. An excellent use of VR. One of the
best games I have played on it. In-depth story line, easy to use controls, beautiful music. All around a great experience!. I just
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completed this and am not quite sure of the best way to articulate my thoughts regarding it here. It is uncommon to read a story
written with such heart as this.

The main character suffers a magically-induced terminal illness which ravages much of the world, and becomes shipwrecked on
an island. This story is mainly about how his final days touch the lives of its inhabitants - for better or worse, according to your
choices - and their growth in character.

Your in-game choices have consequences which may not be immediately apparent. Sometimes the outcomes are quite dark (as
are many of the events along the way), but the true ending leaves one with hope. Exploring all options will grant you probably 20
hours of gameplay - and considerable food for thought.

The writing is undoubtedly the best aspect - unconfected, gripping and quite emotive - and the characters are properly-
developed and memorable (as they should be), especially the protagonist. The graphics are good (not great), but I find they are
drawn in a lovely style. The soundtrack befits the mood and I quite enjoyed it. I imagine that some people would be
disappointed by the lack of voice acting and for the price would perhaps find it a reasonable expectation, but it would be a
challenge to do the script justice (if you read it, you will understand why) and in any case I believe the storyline more than
adequately compensates for this. The translation is quite good - everything parses well into English with very few errors.

I give it 1.75 thumbs up - which is high praise from me. Definitely worth the purchase.
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Play as Moltres, Articuno and Zapdos against the Angry Birds. Is it perfect? No. But god damn it is fun.. This game is more
interesting than the other Yoshiwara (the routes I played, at least) ... but it's still not great.. Very fun game :)
Games like these shouldn't always be in 3D with HQ graphics
Top work!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GJi9nlPJ64. I think this game was well worth the money. I really enjoyed the blend of
gameplay that this title brings. Now, for a couple of suggestions:

1) I have this issue with my controller where my left stick gets stuck going left. It's only on this game and not on others, which is
why I mention it here.

2) I want to have a bigger army with my knight. The combined battles are pretty fun, but I want to be able to take down bigger
foes as I go along.

3) Bigger map

4) More varied battlefields

5) Ability to equip items/armor to my knight so that I can take more punishment on the battlefield

I know that this game is in alpha, and it is REALLY impressive at this point. I am glad to have spent this money!. This is a game
you will see on moblie for free try it for 5 mins then uninstall because it's clearly bad so do not pick this up i got this game for
15 cents because of a 90% coupon and its not worth that. Cookie Clicker-esque. It's not hard on the computer but neither is it
entirely gripping, at least for me. Graphics are somewhat decent, though I spent most of my time too zoomed out to really
appreciate all the details. Some of the planet effects were unclear to me at first and it took a bit of trial and error to play. The
one thing that was really the dealbreaker for me was the achievements. Once you hit level 26, you've pretty much done all but
one achievement, and that means waiting until you reach level 40-something - something I really didn't want to spend even more
time on seeing as the game is only active if it's the window at the forefront. Exp scaling past level 30 is abysmally slow and that's
what really turned me off the game. Nice try though!. Have you ever played Battalion Wars on the gamecube/wii? Well this is it.
It is a much more advanced rougue squadron version though as you can not only direct your units to attack but decide which
kinds of attacks as well. Mix in a bit of Digimon DNA scanning/capturing and leveling system and this is what you'll get.

It's no masterpiece by any means but it sure is hilarious. The music is great and the armored core GUI is simple when you get
used to it. Controling your units is easy and leveling up can unlock new abilities.

It's a great concept but if they had a triple AAA budget and more time, I'm sure this game would have been perfect as it needs
more polish, and more content.

Nussoft really has amazing potential.. For those who got to the episode 4, it was clear how poor the story is behind the game. So
developers decided to surprise you with bunch of bugs, probably, trying to protect you from getting to the main dissapointment,
the 5th chapter.
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